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There are known knowns; 
there are things we know we know.
We also know there are known unknowns; 
that is to say we know there are some things we do not know.
But there are also unknown unknowns – 
the ones we don't know we don't know.
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The ground rules

While this is perhaps narrow, I will consider 
only electronic materials for fundamental physics.

I also want to focus on discovery research

new phenomena, new materials and 
structures

how can theory really help? 



What this talk is not

Advice on specific materials 
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A flurry of recen
t theoreti

cal and
experim

ental wo
rk has highligh

ted exotic physics
in the clas-

sical dip
olar spin ice compounds,

Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7, whi
ch have been shown to exhibit

an

emergent “artifici
al magnetost

atics”, m
anifestin

g as Coulom
bic diffuse spin correlat

ions and parti-

cles behavin
g as diffusive

“magnetic
monopole

s”. Here we discuss
the related

material Y
b2Ti2O7,

and extract
its full set

of Hamiltonian
parameters from high field inelastic

neutron
scatterin

g ex-

periments. These results
show that Yb2Ti2O7 is in fact a highly quantum

analog
of spin ice.

Furtherm
ore we show that the

Hamiltonian
may support

a Coulom
bic quantum

spin liquid ground

state in low field, wh
ich could explain

some puzzling
features

in prior ex
periments. Th

is is the
first

potentia
l sightin

g of a quantum
spin liquid state in a material i

n which the spin Hamiltonian
is

quantita
tively known,

and opens th
e door to

a wide range of fascin
ating phenom

ena that up
to now

have been discusse
d only theoreti

cally.

Rare earth pyrochlo
res display

a diverse
set of fasci-

nating physical
phenom

ena.
1 One of the most interest-

ing aspects
of these materials

from the point of view

of funda
mental ph

ysics is the strong frustrati
on experi-

enced by coupled
magnetic m

oments on this latt
ice. The

best exp
lored materials

exhibitin
g this fru

stration
are the

“spin-ice
” compounds,

Ho2Ti2O7, Dy2Ti2O7, in which

the moments can be regarded
as classical

spins with a

strong easy-axi
s (Ising)

anisotro
py2

,3 . The fr
ustration

of

these moments resu
lts in a remarkable

classical
spin liq-

uid regime exhibitin
g Coulombic correlati

ons and emer-

gent “magnetic
monopole”

excitatio
ns that have now

been studied
extensiv

ely in theory and experim
ent

4–6 .

Strong quantum
effects a

re absen
t in the spin

ice com-

pounds,
but can

be significa
nt in rare earth pyrochlo

res

with easy-pla
ne rather than easy-axi

s anisotro
py. The

materials
Yb2Ti2O7 and Er2Ti2O7 have been identifie

d

as of this type, and it has recently
been argued

that

the spins in these materials
are controlle

d by exchang
e

coupling
rather t

han the long-ran
ge dipolar

interacti
ons

which dominate in spin ice
11,17 . Because

of the strong

spin-orb
it and crystal fi

eld effects, t
he spin dynamics at

low temperature
is dominated by a single Kramers dou-

blet form
ed out of th

e underl
ying J = 7/2 Yb

3+ spins in

Yb2Ti2O7. This can be consider
ed as an effective

spin

S = 1/2 moment, for
which the stronges

t possib
le quan-

tum effects are expected
. This makes these materials

nearly unique e
xamples of s

trongly
quantum

magnets o
n

the highly frustrate
d pyrochlo

re lattice.
They are also

nearly ideal su
bjects for detailed

experim
ental in

vesti-

gation,
existing

as they do in large high purity single

crystals,
and with large magnetic

moments am
enable to

neutron
scatterin

g studies.

Theoret
ical stud

ies have pointed
to the likelihoo

d of

unusual
ground

states of quant
um antiferro

magnets on

the pyrochlo
re lattice.

Most excit
ing is the possibili

ty of

a quantum
spin liquid (QSL) state, w

hich avoids mag-

netic ord
ering and freezing

even at absolu
te zero temper-

FIG. 1. (color online)
The measured

S(Q,ω) at T=30mK,

sliced along various
direction

s in the [HHL] plane
, for both

µ0H=5T (first row) and µ0H=2T (third row). The second

and fourth row show the calculat
ed spectrum

for these two

field strength
s, based

on an anisotro
pic exchang

e model wit
h

five free parameters (see text) that were extracte
d by fitting

to the 5T data set. For
a realistic

comparison
to the data

, the

calculat
ed S(Q,ω) is co

nvoluted
with a gaussian

of full-w
idth

0.09meV. Both the 2T and 5T data sets, com
prised of spin

wave dispersi
ons alon

g five different
direction

s, are describe
d

extremely well by
the same parameters.

ature, an
d whose elementary excitatio

ns carry
fractiona

l

quantum
numbers and

are decidedl
y different

from spin

waves
7 . Intriguin

gly, neutron
scatterin

g measurem
ents

have reported
a lack of magnetic

ordering
and the ab-

sence of spin
waves in Yb2Ti2O7 at low fields

8,9 . In a

recent st
udy, sha

rp spin waves em
erged when a magnetic

field of 0.5T
or larger was applied,

suggesti
ng that the

system transitio
ned into a conventi

onal sta
te9 . The

pos-

“pure” 
theory

phenomenology
(~model theory) ab initio

W
IEN

2k

V
A
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Balance of all these modes is essential to materials discovery, 
and the proper balance is not weighted to the right!
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major discoveries 
from theory?

High Tc cuprates

Fe-based SCs

(F)QHE

CMR

graphene

topological insulators
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al magnetost
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s”. Here we discuss
the related

material Y
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and extract
its full set

of Hamiltonian
parameters from high field inelastic

neutron
scatterin

g ex-

periments. These results
show that Yb2Ti2O7 is in fact a highly quantum

analog
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Furtherm
ore we show that the
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may support
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ich could explain
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is is the
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ed as an effective
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Why did it work?

Very clear thinking by key theorists 

obviously correct and qualitatively new

clear testable predictions made

Not correlated materials: traditional solid 
state physics methods apply

theorists showed how to test for TIs in 
DFT calculation
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TIs became the 
known unknowns



and now ab initio 
methods can be 
very productive



But the key step 
was the idea and 
the theory of how 
to search for TIs



What about the 
unknown 

unknowns?



Unknown unknowns

We expect that the success of TIs in detailed 
prediction is an exception rather than the rule

Better for theory to be more of a guide to 
materials classes than a detailed predictor

In this case model-based theory is more 
informative because it gives direct intuition 
and dependence on essential parameters

Some examples show how this can work



Ex. 1: Mott 
Interfaces

Area has exploded since Hwang+Muller 
publicized it ~2002

Vast majority of theory is ab initio

H. Ohtomo et al, 2002
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But the most influential theory paper - which 
really galvanized experiment - is 
phenomenological

Orbital Order and Possible Superconductivity in LaNiO3=LaMO3 Superlattices
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A hypothetical layered oxide La2NiMO6 where NiO2 and MO2 planes alternate along the c axis of
ABO3 perovskite lattice is considered theoretically. Here, M denotes a trivalent cation Al, Ga,. . . such that
MO2 planes are insulating and suppress the c-axis charge transfer. We predict that correlated eg electrons
in the NiO2 planes develop a planar x2-y2 orbital order driven by the reduced dimensionality and further
supported by epitaxial strain from the substrate. Low-energy electronic states can be mapped to a single-
band t! t0 ! J model, suggesting favorable conditions for high-Tc superconductivity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.016404 PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 74.78.Fk, 75.30.Et

Despite decades of extensive research, cuprates remain
the only compounds to date hosting the high-temperature
superconductivity (SC). On empirical grounds, the key
electronic and structural elements that support high Tc
values are well known—no orbital degeneracy, spin one-
half, quasi two-dimensionality (2D), and strong antiferro-
magnetic (AF) correlations. While these properties are
partially realized in various materials (e.g., layered cobal-
tates), only cuprates possess all of them.

A unique feature of the high-Tc cuprates is the presence
of an extended doping interval 0:05 & ! & 0:20 where the
correlated electron maintains its (plane-wave–localized-
particle) duality, and both fermionic and spin statistics may
operate in physically relevant energy scales. The multi-
faceted behavior of electrons results in an exotic ‘‘normal’’
state of the cuprates with ill-defined quasiparticles, pseu-
dogap, etc., which condenses into the superconducting
state below Tc. There are a number of strongly correlated
metallic oxides [1] based on S " 1=2 3d ions as Ti3# and
V4# (both with a single t2g electron), Co4# (a t2g hole) and
Ni3# (closed t2g shell plus one eg electron) that possess a
low-spin state in octahedral environment. These com-
pounds show a great diversity of physical properties [1];
however, the mysterious strange-metal phase from which
anomalous SC may emerge is missing.

Apart from dimensionality, the orbital degeneracy is ‘‘to
blame’’ here. Originating from high symmetry of the
MeO6 octahedron—a common building block of both
pseudocubic and layered perovskites,—the orbital degen-
eracy enlarges the Hilbert space and relaxes kinematical
constraints on the electron motion. Consequently, a fermi-
onic coherency is enhanced and doping induced insulator-
metal transitions occur without a reference to the pseudo-
gap phase. For example, in La1!xSrxTiO3 the formation of
a three-band, correlated Fermi liquid completes within just
a few percent doping range near x$ 0:05 [2].

The orbital degeneracy strongly reduces AF correlations
(believed to be crucial in cuprate physics), as electrons are
allowed to have parallel spins residing on the different or-
bitals. This leads to competing Ferro- and AF-interactions

that result in a rich variety of magnetic states in S " 1=2
oxides such as RTiO3, NaxCoO2, Sr2CoO4, RNiO3,
NaNiO2. In contrast, spin correlations in single-band cup-
rates are of AF nature exclusively and hence strong.

How to suppress the orbital degeneracy and promote
cupratelike physics in other S " 1=2 oxides? In this
Letter, we suggest and argue theoretically that this goal
can be achieved in oxide superlattices. Specifically, we
focus on Ni-based superlattices (see Fig. 1) which can be
fabricated using recent advances in oxide heterostructure
technology ([3–5] and references therein). While the pro-
posed compound has a pseudocubic ABO3 structure, its
low-energy electronic states are confined to the NiO2
planes and, hence, are of a quasi-2D nature. A substrate
induced compression of the NiO6 octahedra further stabil-
izes the x2-y2 orbital. Net effect is a strong enhancement of

substrate
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(d)

2NiO

2MO

MO2
Ni

Ti
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FIG. 1. (a) Superlattice La2NiMO6 with alternating NiO2 and
MO2 planes. MO2 layers suppress the c-axis hopping resulting in
2D electronic structure. Arrows indicate the c-axis compression
of the NiO6 octahedron imposed by tensile epitaxial strain and
supported by Jahn-Teller coupling. (b) ,(c), (d) Strain-induced
stretching of the NiO2 planes occurs when superlattices with
M " Al, Ga, Ti are grown on SrTiO3 or LaGaO3 substrates
having large lattice parameter compared to that of LaNiO3.
Expected deformations are indicated by arrows.
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A hypothetical layered oxide La2NiMO6 where NiO2 and MO2 planes alternate along the c axis of
ABO3 perovskite lattice is considered theoretically. Here, M denotes a trivalent cation Al, Ga,. . . such that
MO2 planes are insulating and suppress the c-axis charge transfer. We predict that correlated eg electrons
in the NiO2 planes develop a planar x2-y2 orbital order driven by the reduced dimensionality and further
supported by epitaxial strain from the substrate. Low-energy electronic states can be mapped to a single-
band t! t0 ! J model, suggesting favorable conditions for high-Tc superconductivity.
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Despite decades of extensive research, cuprates remain
the only compounds to date hosting the high-temperature
superconductivity (SC). On empirical grounds, the key
electronic and structural elements that support high Tc
values are well known—no orbital degeneracy, spin one-
half, quasi two-dimensionality (2D), and strong antiferro-
magnetic (AF) correlations. While these properties are
partially realized in various materials (e.g., layered cobal-
tates), only cuprates possess all of them.

A unique feature of the high-Tc cuprates is the presence
of an extended doping interval 0:05 & ! & 0:20 where the
correlated electron maintains its (plane-wave–localized-
particle) duality, and both fermionic and spin statistics may
operate in physically relevant energy scales. The multi-
faceted behavior of electrons results in an exotic ‘‘normal’’
state of the cuprates with ill-defined quasiparticles, pseu-
dogap, etc., which condenses into the superconducting
state below Tc. There are a number of strongly correlated
metallic oxides [1] based on S " 1=2 3d ions as Ti3# and
V4# (both with a single t2g electron), Co4# (a t2g hole) and
Ni3# (closed t2g shell plus one eg electron) that possess a
low-spin state in octahedral environment. These com-
pounds show a great diversity of physical properties [1];
however, the mysterious strange-metal phase from which
anomalous SC may emerge is missing.

Apart from dimensionality, the orbital degeneracy is ‘‘to
blame’’ here. Originating from high symmetry of the
MeO6 octahedron—a common building block of both
pseudocubic and layered perovskites,—the orbital degen-
eracy enlarges the Hilbert space and relaxes kinematical
constraints on the electron motion. Consequently, a fermi-
onic coherency is enhanced and doping induced insulator-
metal transitions occur without a reference to the pseudo-
gap phase. For example, in La1!xSrxTiO3 the formation of
a three-band, correlated Fermi liquid completes within just
a few percent doping range near x$ 0:05 [2].

The orbital degeneracy strongly reduces AF correlations
(believed to be crucial in cuprate physics), as electrons are
allowed to have parallel spins residing on the different or-
bitals. This leads to competing Ferro- and AF-interactions

that result in a rich variety of magnetic states in S " 1=2
oxides such as RTiO3, NaxCoO2, Sr2CoO4, RNiO3,
NaNiO2. In contrast, spin correlations in single-band cup-
rates are of AF nature exclusively and hence strong.

How to suppress the orbital degeneracy and promote
cupratelike physics in other S " 1=2 oxides? In this
Letter, we suggest and argue theoretically that this goal
can be achieved in oxide superlattices. Specifically, we
focus on Ni-based superlattices (see Fig. 1) which can be
fabricated using recent advances in oxide heterostructure
technology ([3–5] and references therein). While the pro-
posed compound has a pseudocubic ABO3 structure, its
low-energy electronic states are confined to the NiO2
planes and, hence, are of a quasi-2D nature. A substrate
induced compression of the NiO6 octahedra further stabil-
izes the x2-y2 orbital. Net effect is a strong enhancement of

substrate
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FIG. 1. (a) Superlattice La2NiMO6 with alternating NiO2 and
MO2 planes. MO2 layers suppress the c-axis hopping resulting in
2D electronic structure. Arrows indicate the c-axis compression
of the NiO6 octahedron imposed by tensile epitaxial strain and
supported by Jahn-Teller coupling. (b) ,(c), (d) Strain-induced
stretching of the NiO2 planes occurs when superlattices with
M " Al, Ga, Ti are grown on SrTiO3 or LaGaO3 substrates
having large lattice parameter compared to that of LaNiO3.
Expected deformations are indicated by arrows.
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Ex.2: Quantum Spin 
Liquids

Anderson 1973: a material with localized 
electrons where the spins never order but 
instead form “resonating valence bonds”

Expected to have many exotic properties 
(spin-charge separation, etc) and may be a 
good platform for quantum computing

c.f. L.B., Nature 464,199 (2010)

Ψ =



Ex.2: Quantum Spin 
Liquids

But...the candidate materials are hard to 
model, and DFT (even DMFT) fails to 
describe ground state properties

These local moment systems usually have 
some exchange model description (and it is 
useful!)

but: this is not known and really hard to 
calculate from first principles

c.f. L.B., Nature 464,199 (2010)



Be precise.  A lack of 
precision is dangerous 

when the margin of error 
is small

J << t, U: small mistakes in electronic 
structure make a big error in exchange 

parameters



Yb2Ti2O7

Complete phenomenological Hamiltonian can 
be quantitatively extracted from INS with 
B=5T

The first QSL candidate where H is known!

K. Ross, L. Savary, B. Gaulin, and LB, in preparation
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spin liquid state in a material i

n which the spin Hamiltonian
is

quantita
tively known,

and opens th
e door to

a wide range of fascin
ating phenom

ena that up
to now

have been discusse
d only theoreti

cally.

Rare earth pyrochlo
res display

a diverse
set of fasci-

nating physical
phenom

ena.
1 One of the most interest-

ing aspects
of these materials

from the point of view

of funda
mental ph

ysics is the strong frustrati
on experi-

enced by coupled
magnetic m

oments on this latt
ice. The

best exp
lored materials

exhibitin
g this fru

stration
are the

“spin-ice
” compounds,

Ho2Ti2O7, Dy2Ti2O7, in which

the moments can be regarded
as classical

spins with a

strong easy-axi
s (Ising)

anisotro
py2

,3 . The fr
ustration

of

these moments resu
lts in a remarkable

classical
spin liq-

uid regime exhibitin
g Coulombic correlati

ons and emer-

gent “magnetic
monopole”

excitatio
ns that have now

been studied
extensiv

ely in theory and experim
ent

4–6 .

Strong quantum
effects a

re absen
t in the spin

ice com-

pounds,
but can

be significa
nt in rare earth pyrochlo

res

with easy-pla
ne rather than easy-axi

s anisotro
py. The

materials
Yb2Ti2O7 and Er2Ti2O7 have been identifie

d

as of this type, and it has recently
been argued

that

the spins in these materials
are controlle

d by exchang
e

coupling
rather t

han the long-ran
ge dipolar

interacti
ons

which dominate in spin ice
11,17 . Because

of the strong

spin-orb
it and crystal fi

eld effects, t
he spin dynamics at

low temperature
is dominated by a single Kramers dou-

blet form
ed out of th

e underl
ying J = 7/2 Yb

3+ spins in

Yb2Ti2O7. This can be consider
ed as an effective

spin

S = 1/2 moment, for
which the stronges

t possib
le quan-

tum effects are expected
. This makes these materials

nearly unique e
xamples of s

trongly
quantum

magnets o
n

the highly frustrate
d pyrochlo

re lattice.
They are also

nearly ideal su
bjects for detailed

experim
ental in

vesti-

gation,
existing

as they do in large high purity single

crystals,
and with large magnetic

moments am
enable to

neutron
scatterin

g studies.

Theoret
ical stud

ies have pointed
to the likelihoo

d of

unusual
ground

states of quant
um antiferro

magnets on

the pyrochlo
re lattice.

Most excit
ing is the possibili

ty of

a quantum
spin liquid (QSL) state, w

hich avoids mag-

netic ord
ering and freezing

even at absolu
te zero temper-

FIG. 1. (color online)
The measured

S(Q,ω) at T=30mK,

sliced along various
direction

s in the [HHL] plane
, for both

µ0H=5T (first row) and µ0H=2T (third row). The second

and fourth row show the calculat
ed spectrum

for these two

field strength
s, based

on an anisotro
pic exchang

e model wit
h

five free parameters (see text) that were extracte
d by fitting

to the 5T data set. For
a realistic

comparison
to the data

, the

calculat
ed S(Q,ω) is co

nvoluted
with a gaussian

of full-w
idth

0.09meV. Both the 2T and 5T data sets, com
prised of spin

wave dispersi
ons alon

g five different
direction

s, are describe
d

extremely well by
the same parameters.

ature, an
d whose elementary excitatio

ns carry
fractiona

l

quantum
numbers and

are decidedl
y different

from spin

waves
7 . Intriguin

gly, neutron
scatterin

g measurem
ents

have reported
a lack of magnetic

ordering
and the ab-

sence of spin
waves in Yb2Ti2O7 at low fields

8,9 . In a

recent st
udy, sha

rp spin waves em
erged when a magnetic

field of 0.5T
or larger was applied,

suggesti
ng that the

system transitio
ned into a conventi

onal sta
te9 . The

pos-

single 
crystals 
crucial!



Ex. 3: SOC
+Interactions

Schematic phase diagram from Pesin
+Balents, 2010

heavily influenced by experiments and 
materials grown and studied by Y. Maeno, 
Y. Matsuhira, H. Takagi, Y. Tokura, B.-J. 
Kim, G. Cao



Ex. 3: SOC
+Interactions

U/t

λ/t

“simple” 
materials TIs, SO-semimetals

“traditional” Mott 
insulators

strong SO Mott 
insulators

Schematic phase diagram from Pesin
+Balents, 2010



What and where?

Most important thing is intuition

correlations: d electrons

strong SOC: 4d or 5d and orbital 
degeneracy

U/W is crucial parameter

Must choose carefully because for 4d+5d’s,    
U/W is usually smallish



What and Where?

Iridates:  λ ~ U ~ t  and favorable (t2g)5 
configuration: Ln2Ir2O7, Sr2IrO4, Na2IrO3,...

Topological Mott insulator, topological 3d 
Dirac semimetal, magnetic topological 
insulator, high Tc superconductor, Kitaev spin 
liquid...

Double perovskites: anomalously low bandwidth: 
Ba2YMoO6, Ba2LiOsO6, Sr2MgReO6, ...

Multipolar order, quantum spin liquid...



Recommendations
Pure theory and phenomenology are at least 
as important in materials discovery as ab initio

Really works best when theory and growth/
measurement work closely together

Theorists need to be trained in how to 
develop models for new materials



Recommendations
Pure theory and phenomenology are at least 
as important in materials discovery as ab initio

Really works best when theory and growth/
measurement work closely together

Theorists need to be trained in how to 
develop models for new materials

If you are not criticized, 
you may not be doing 

much


